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Trompe-l’oeil
Rossella D’Andrea

Trompe-l’oeil
Io rifletto il vuoto 
dell’uomo
di niente,
Più s’annulla in me 
più niente
si vede,
E più annulla me, più 
si vede un niente.
Io rifletto un vuoto, 
Niente.
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Trompe-l’oeil
Rossella D’Andrea

I reflect the void
of the man
who is nothing,
The more he’s annulled in me 
the more of a nothing
is to be seen,
And the more 
he annulls me, the more 
one sees a nothing.
I reflect a void,
Nothing.
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The Spectator
Peter Niu

Brittle hollow bones, 
And this kaleidoscopic life 
Seen atop the wall, where raindrops 
clung to windows like peeping ghosts and dull lights bounced 
back to the pedestrian lives below. 
Between the twinkle of the spectacle and the celestial dome was you. 
 
Perched atop the wall 
catlike, observing, recording 
the motley crew of midnight faces  
Below. Hollow. You never managed to cut a word in. 
Those people don’t obey the two-minute principle. 

They talked at you, muttering heretical thoughts, 
confided in you, blathering implausible dreams, 
Touched you. Hugged you. Took comfort in you. 
Ruffled the plastic that kept you cold.  
Around you their drama unraveled. 
 
Wrathful hands snatched you from atop the wall, 
Taut fingers dug deep, rough nails bit, 
Soft palms that turned to rock, 
Flung pieces. 
And suddenly you could see.  
All.

You fell among them.  
Gave them the soft bits cradled between clavicles 
and they devoured it, raw,
because your staccato was new, 
and because of the curious way you stacked up words
like you ain’t supposed to; because these are not your words 
after all. 
And they found their own rhythm stale.  

Now you are a subject in their show. 
If only a scoundrel. 



June Awakening
Pip

I watched the sun eat the mist away, 
As light and dew welcomed in the day

I, seized by this strange euphoria,
 Was pushed to the green, green floor 
Hot and cold, and panting from the fall

I lay there breathless, held suddenly 
Between the blades of grass, they blinking 

Winking at me as though to say: 
“Where did you go? Surely, you have 

Missed us, missed this?”

Quietened then by grief and gladness.
I, who was I, to answer, to justify my cold departure 

Towards those eastern skies that never turned so blue 
But offered me a fury that then, I knew I needed.

Held close, like the love of a former lover 
Their familiar musk sinking in through pore 
And vein, gripped I was then by something 
Close to shame, but closer still to ecstasy.

You had given all, when I gave nothing, no 
Demands, but just to stay a while longer
And when I turned, you stroked my back 

Your sorrow held for after, falling with a downpour

That would meet the wings of Etihad 
Airways And I would see them as a sign, that it was right 

To go and I would smile with the expectation of S
weaty days, in linen dresses, yellow, orange but
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Never black. You had stayed serene in the face of 

Violence, that I opened up to you with a 

Cowardly silence, delivered blow by blow

In the absence that from hours grew to years.

How could I leave you? How could I walk 

With a certain step, that this was what I 

Had to do, to know myself before loving you 

With a true and absolute affection.

There is no perfection in love, just bubbles 

Of feeling that here, now make world feel whole 

And I a part, of that completeness, 

Observing with another who sees that same

Entirety and loves, admires it with the same 

Distant closeness, yes I have felt this twice 

And lucky, for feeling more than once,

So lucky that this day, it has crept back in.
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Alice in Lalaland
Sergiu Roman
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Still Frame
Lucilla Trapazzo

The Libeccio descends
upon the red dressed city,
drenched with sand.
Far away a train is blowing
its greeting. In this field of fog,
time stops, the mind goes gray, 
the vision expands as
it dilates, rolling and flowing along,
obscuring the yellow of the fields,
leaving all things to search for
the valence of their being.
A chair is essentially a chair,
also in a picture on a wall. A rose
is still a rose, if in the head
I retain its features. Constant
nexus is the idea. Shaping synapses.
Nothing else. At the bus stop
an old man is sitting and smoking a pipe.
He is waiting for evening to come,
perhaps, or just for his tram.



 

 
 

Freedom and chaos
Yijun Yao
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ᮝጱᇸ
ሴגป�Wang Junxiao

՜ဌํِᇸ
ካՈӧᚆِᇸ
ᬯฎ՜ጱՈኞמ
՜ᥧᛗഩൎԧӞ፥ቘ
ଚӬᬮᶋଉᮻᥤᮎԶӧᎣ᭲ᬯӻ፥ቘጱՈ
உӧଛࠡ
՜൪ਹکӞӻᮝِᇸጱො
᧔ฎᮝٌਫ᮷ࣁӞӻᴺৼ᯾
ဌํېဩ
Ӥၹኞၚ੪ฎᬯࣁ
ᬯᇸܩᥧ՜ᇨԧਙጱᶾ
ᥝ՜ํձ֜ۖᶉݝ
ྲইڟᬰᴺৼय़ᳪ
ྲইӞ्ߖ
ྲইᘉԡ
ᇸ੪ᇰޅӧྊ
ᇸဌํಏӤ
ᇸฎᤩ೧፳ጱ
՜य़ԅᅉ
୮ᮝӧࣁਹጱײ
՜አۃݰጱ࠸ᇸ
՜ݎሿᇸଚӧߒՈ
՜݄ಱൾਙ
మੱԧӞېڔဩ
ᇸᬮฎ፡ک՜੪ᇰޅ
Ԟဌአ
ԭฎ՜তᕪଉ؉
౮܉Ӥӡݝᇸ
ᳩጱӞཛྷӞ
՜ᦕ੪ฎᮝጱᇸ
ᮎӻ፲ᐟ՜ᦕ
꧌ჿԧ॔ጱ፲ᐟ
ᮎԶᇸᤋӤᬰԧᴺৼ
ӧྊޅᇰݗ՜ጱᳪࣁ
౮܉Ӥӡࠡݝ
ᒌᆐഭڜෆἶ
ྌ᩸ஂչ्ݞ
ᆐᘒڹഭጱᇸܩဌํᥝ٫ᬰ᯾
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՜ᶋଉጱਸ਼ொ
ᷖಮ፳ಋᥝ೭༈ৼ
Ӟ፳੪ᯯԧ



End of this sample.

Enjoyed the preview?
Want to buy this issue of ASPZ?

Contact Giuseppe Daddeo of ASPZ on WeChat at:
giuseppedaddeo

or

e-mail ASPZ at:
ashanghaipoetryzine@yahoo.com
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